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Landau-Tisza Two-Fluid Model
4 He

– intimate mixture of two fluids:

superfluid: quantum ground state, zero viscosity and zero entropy
normal fluid: thermal excitations, carries the total viscosity and entropy
Each fluid has its own velocity and density field:
superfluid: vs and ρs
normal fluid: vn and ρn
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Turbulence in superfluid – tangle of quantized vortices with core ξ ≈ 10−8 cm
and fixed circulation
κ = 0.997 × 10−3 cm2 /s
In the normal fluid turbulence resembles classical viscous turbulence
Visualization of quantum
turbulence – two-fold problem:
• visualization
of the normal flow (e.g. fluctuations)
• visualization of the tangle
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Examples

Counterflow turbulence

Evolution of a vortex lattice
in a rotating frame
in presence of an axial heat flux
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Techniques existing prior c. 2002:
• ion trapping
• second sound attenuation by quantized vortices
• temperature differences to detect extra dissipation
• etc.
– probe only the vortex line density averaged over the experimental cell
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Recent experimental breakthrough:
PIV and Particle Tracking Techniques
Donnelly, Karpetis, Niemela, Sreenivasan, Vinen, JLTP, 126 (2002)
Florida: Van Sciver et al., Exp. Therm. Fl. Sci., 26 (2002); JLTP, 134 (2004)
Maryland: Bewley, Lathrop, and Sreenivasan, Nature, 441 (2006).

PIV =⇒ hup i =⇒ smooth velocity field
Particle tracking =⇒ individual trajectories
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Particles: ∼ 1 µm spheres, often (not always) neutrally buoyant
(polymer and hollow glass in Florida, solid hydrogen in Maryland)
What do they trace?
vn ?

(visualization of the normal flow)

vs ?

(visualization of the superflow)

vL ?

(visualization of quantized vortices)

None of the above?
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Example of PIV results (Zhang and Van Sciver, Nature Physics 1 (2005))
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I. One-way coupling model
(following the approach of classical two-phase turbulence studies)
assumptions:
1) particles do not interact strongly with quantized vortex lines and are
certainly not trapped on these lines;
2) presence of particles does not modify the turbulence;
3) flow velocities vary little in distances of the order of particle size.
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Lagrangian equations of particle motion
(Poole, Barenghi, Sergeev, Vinen, PRB 75 (2005))

dup
= 6πap µn (vn − up ) + ϑ(ρp − ρ)g
dt
„
„
«
«
Dvn
dup
Dvs
dup
Dvs
Dvn
+ Cρn ϑ
−
+ Cρs ϑ
−
+ ρs ϑ
+ρn ϑ
Dt
Dt
dt
Dt
Dt
dt

ρp ϑ

dr/dt = up
r = r(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t)) (≡ rp (t)) – Lagrangian trajectory of the particle
Neutrally buoyant particles:
„
«
dup
Dvs
Dvn
1
3
= (vn − up ) +
+ ρs
ρn
dt
τ
2ρo
Dt
Dt
3
ρ
ρo = ρp + = ρ;
2
2

τ =

2a2p ρo
9µn

– viscous relaxation time
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Case studies (Kivotides, Barenghi, Sergeev)
1o . Vortex ring propagating against a particulate sheet (PRL 95 (2005))

2o . Particle in thermal counterflow (EPL 73 (2006))

histogram of up

histogram of | cos(Vs , up )|
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Provided trapping of particles on quantized vortex lines can be neglected:
• small (τ ≪ τf ) neutrally buoyant particles trace the normal fluid well;
• particle velocity fluctuations induced by interactions with quantized vortices
are relatively small.
Two phenomena may invalidate these conclusions:
1o . Instabilities of particle trajectories
2o . Trapping of particles on quantized vortex lines
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Instability at T = 0
rp (t) ≡ rs (t) is a formal solution of equations of motion
but it is unstable (Sergeev, Barenghi, Kivotides, Vinen, PRB 73 (2006))
Particle and fluid point trajectories

(Kivotides, Sergeev, Barenghi, Phys. Fluids 20 (2008)):

in 2D point vortex gas
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in 3D tangle
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Solid particle trajectories are ballistic
p
As t increases,
hup i ∼ hvs i ℓ/ap
=⇒ at T → 0 particles do not reveal flow patterns of superfluid
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0.04

Trapping of particles on quantized vortices
Mechanism

1o . Substitution energy (Parks and Donnelly, PRL 16 (1966))
ρs κ2 ap
2ap
∆E =
ln
2π
ξ
2o . Pressure gradient of the flow field attracts a particle to the vortex:
„ «
1
ρs κ2
∇
∇p = −ρs (vs · ∇)vs =
8π 2
r2
3o . Asymmetric configuration creates a force restoring the symmetric
particle-vortex configuration
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Evidence of particle trapping
(or/and strong particle-vortex interaction)

Visualization of quantized vortices
(Bewley, Lathrop, Sreenivasan, Nature 441 (2006))

Particle sedimentation in vertical counterflow
(Zhang and Van Sciver, JLTP 138 (2005))
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Evidence cntnd

Trapping of ion bubble in BEC
(calculation based on Gross-Pitaevskii eqn.,
Berloff and Roberts, PRB 63 (2000))
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Q. Is the one-way coupling model useless?
A. No. There are cases where trapping events are not frequent so that particles
reveal the normal flow patterns
The one-way coupling model can also be used to understand how the mutual
friction between quantized vortices and the normal fluid can prevent trapping
(Sergeev, Wang, Meneguz, Barenghi, JLTP 146 (2007))

Mutual friction-induced

Trajectories with and without

normal disturbances

normal fluid disturbances

(Idowu et al., PRB 62 (2000))

Observations by Bewley,
Lathrop, Sreenivasan,
and Paoletti
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II. Two-way coupling model
(Kivotides, Barenghi, Sergeev, JLTP 144 (2006) and PRB 75 (2007))
(Dynamically self-consistent model which takes into account an influence of the
flow field around the sphere on the motion of quantized vortex)

Evolution equation:
∂X/∂t = Vs + Vb + Vφ + Vf
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Contributions:
s: Biot-Savart integral
κ
Vs (x) = −
4π

dℓ
X′ × (X − x)
|X − x|3
L

Z

„

∂X
X′ =
∂ℓ

«

b: deformation of vortices due to the presence of a stationary particle:
Vb ≡ ∇Φb ,

∇2 Φ b = 0 ,

(Vs + Vb ) · n̂ = 0

φ: potential flow induced by the particle motion:
φ

V = ∇φ ,

a3p
1
φ(x, t|rp ) = −
up · (x − rp )
2 |x − rp |3

f : mutual friction between the superfluid and the normal fluid:
Vf = h∗∗ (Vs + Vb + Vφ ) + h∗ X′ × (vn − Vs − Vb − Vφ ) + h∗∗ X′ × (X′ × vn )
Particle equation of motion:
s
1
4 3 dup
3 ∂V (rp , t)
πap ρo
= 6πap µn (vn − up ) + 2πρs ap
+ ρs
3
dt
∂t
2

Z

dS |Vs + Vb |2 n̂

S

µn (T ) – viscosity of the normal fluid (at T > 0.7 K)) or coefficient determined
by dissipation due to ballistic scattering of quasiparticles (at T < 0.7 K)
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How incorrect is the one-way coupling model?
Distance between the particle and the vortex core
(Barenghi, Kivotides, Sergeev, JLTP 148 (2007))

(a) one-way coupling
(b) self-consistent, two-way coupling model
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Mechanism of particle-vortex interaction
(Kivotides, Barenghi, Sergeev, PRB 77 (2008))
T = 1.3 K
Movie 1: up0 = 25 cm/s
Movie 2: up0 = 20 cm/s
(note the drift due to interaction with Kelvin waves)
=⇒ for each temperature there exists a critical velocity, vcr of the
particle-vortex approach; provided that the relative particle-vortex velocity is
smaller than vcr , the particle will be trapped on the vortex core
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Influence of temperature on particle trapping
(Kivotides, Sergeev, Barenghi, Phys. Fluids 20 (2008))
particle initially at rest at a distance 2ap from the core
1)

µn = 1.5254 × 10−5 g/(cm · s)

2)

µn = 0.2µn

(T = 1.3 K, up0 = 0)

(T = 1.3 K, up0 6= 0 but very small)

=⇒ for any however small non-zero initial velocity the particle breaks free
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=⇒ “viscous” damping is crucial for particle trapping
Although the normal fluid is absent at low temperatures T < 0.7 K, there still
exists a damping force, Fd = −6πap µn up caused by ballistic scattering of
quasiparticles (phonons and rotons)
Trapping does not occur
if µn . 0.2 × µn (1.3 K)
λ = 6πap µn

Jäger, Schuderer, Schoepe, PRL 74 (1995)

=⇒ Trapping does not occur
at temperatures below 0.5 K
(at T < 0.5 K micron
size particles do not
visualize quantized vortices)
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Visualization experiments and their theoretical interpretation
Sedimentation of particles in thermal counterflow
(Zhang and Van Sciver, JLTP 138 (2005))
expected particle velocity:
up = vn − vslip ,

vslip =

2a2p
9µn

(ρp − ρ)g

vpa = up + vslip = vn − vadd
vadd ∼ q = ρsT vn
– due to particle-vortex interactions
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Phenomenological theory of particle motion in thermal counterflow
(Sergeev, Barenghi, Kivotides, PRB 74 (2005))
F=

Z

pn̂ dS

S

⇓
ρs
F=
2

Z

|Vs + Vb |2 n̂ dS

S

(Schwarz, PRA 10 (1974))

=⇒

N
ρs κ2
ap X
F≈
ln
n̂i
4π
ξ i=1
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Tension (body force)

Possible particle-vortex configurations

Scenario: the sphere, as it moves between vortex lines, carries along one or more vortex lines or
even separate loops as the result of previous close encounter with vortices.

=⇒ force in the direction opposite to up :
„
«
ρs κ2 2βap
ap
F ≈
ln
4π
ℓ
ξ
vpa = vn − vadd
«
„
βρκ2 γ ln(ap /ξ)
vn
≈ 1−
12π 2 µn
„
«
βκ2 ln(ap /ξ)
γ
vadd
=
q
12π 2
µn ST
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Particle tracking experiment in thermal counterflow
(Paoletti, Fiorito, Sreenivasan, Lathrop, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn 77 (2008))
and Maryland vs Florida/Newcastle controversy ...
Left peak – trapped particles
Right peak – particles travelling with vn
(1) Results do not agree with observations
of Zhang and Van Sciver (JLTP 138 (2005))
who found that up ≈ 0.5vn independently of T .
(2) Interpretation differs significantly from
YAS, CFB, and DK theory whose underlying
assumption was that every particle is
affected by quantized vortices.
Paoletti et al.: a significant fraction of particles
moves freely with vn .
(3) Disparity between up and vn is strongly T -dependent.
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... and its resolution:
(“ Self-consistent”, two-way coupling calculations
of particle motion in thermal counterflow)
(DK1 ≡ Kivotides PRB 77 (2008); DK2 ≡ Kivotides PRB 78 (2008)
=⇒ no controversy, but two distinct regimes of motion:
Regime (1), DK1: Dense tangle, corresponds to YAS, CFB, DK, PRB 74
(2006) and Zhang and Van Sciver, JLTP 138 (2005)
Regime (2), DK2: Dilute tangle, corresponds to Paoletti et al., JPSJ 77
(2008)
SEE NEXT SLIDE ...
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DK1 PRB 77 (2008)

Zhang and Van Sciver (Florida, 2005)

Dense tangle, L = 3.284 × 107 cm−2
ℓ ≈ 1.7 µm, particle 1 µm

T = 1.95 K
q = 110 − 1170 mW/cm2, dense tangle
ℓ ≈ 6 µm, particle 1.7 µm

=⇒ particle is permanently affected
by quantized vortices,
the mechanism agrees
with YAS, CFB, and DK (2006)

=⇒ particle is permanently affected
by quantized vortices,
observations agree with
DK1 and YAS, CFB, and DK (2006)

hup i ≈ 0.6vn independently of T

hup i ≈ 0.5vn independently of T

DK2 PRB 78 (2008)

Paoletti et al. (Maryland, 2008)
6

Dilute tangle, L = 1.168 × 10 cm
ℓ ≈ 9 µm, particle 1 µm

−2

T = 1.95 K, q = 13 − 91 mW/cm2
L2 ∼ q =⇒ dilute tangle

=⇒ in more than 50% realizations
the particle moves freely with vn;
in less than 50% realizations
– trapping-untrapping events
(would have led to the
double peak PDF!)

ℓ an order of magnitude higher
than that in Florida
=⇒ double-peak PDF;
observations agree with
DK2 calculation
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What has already been learnt about quantum turbulence
using PIV and Particle Tracking techniques?
(1) Thermal counterflow with cylindrical obstacle
(Zhang and Van Sciver, Nature Physics 1 (2005))
Apparently steady eddies both behind and
in front of the cylinder – no classical analogue.
Attributed to the mutual friction.
Sergeev and Barenghi (JLTP 156 (2009)):
Purely classical explanation.
In the potential flow there exist
metastable stationary positions whose locations
correspond to stationary eddies in expt.
Point vortices in the vicinity
of st. p. remain there for the duration of expt.
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(2) Turbulent boundary layer (Xu and Van Sciver, Phys. Fluids 19 (2007))
At scales > ℓ the normal and superfluid components are interlocked

Velocity profile wider and flatter than that in the classical channel flow. Why?
What is the nature of Re-dependence?
Why ρn does not affect the shape of velocity profile?
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(3) Visualization of vortex reconnections
(Bewley, Paoletti, Sreenivasan, Lathrop, PNAS 105 (2008))

Reconnections identified by a sudden motion of two particles away of each other
Evolution of reconnections characterized by a single scale parameter, l(t)
(distance between particles closest to the point of reconnection)
Scaling :

l ∼ (t − t0 )1/2
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(4) Velocity statistics in quantum turbulence
(Paoletti, Fisher, Sreenivasan, Lathrop, PRL 101 (2008))
Non-Gaussian PDF with a pronounced v −3 tail

Expt stimulated
calculations of White, Proukakis, and
Barenghi (2009) of velocity statistics in BEC

=⇒ similar non-Gaussian statistics attributed to the singular nature of velocity
field around vortices
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Limitations of the PIV and Particle Tracking techniques
What effect have the particles trapped on quantized vortex filaments on
dynamics of vortices (in particular, on reconnections)?
Unlikely that at present this problem can be addressed experimentally.
First attempt of theoretical treatment – model of a vortex filament loaded by
solid particles, Barenghi and Sergeev, PRB 80 (2009)
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Motion of vortex ring with tracer particles
(Barenghi and Sergeev, PRB 80 (2009))

drL
= vL ,
dt

mN

dvL
= 2πR(fM + fD ) + fS
dt

fM = ρs κ × (vL − vst ) – Magnus force
fD = ρs κ[Γ0 (vn − vL ) + Γ′0 κ̂ × (vn − vL )]
– mutual friction force
FS = 6πap νn ρn N (vn − vL ) – Stokes drag
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a: bare ring;

b: N = 10;

c: N = 20;

d: N = 40;

e: N = 80

Results agree qualitatively with exptl observations of Bewley and Sreenivasan
(JLTP 156 (2009)) but further work is needed for a quantitative comparison.
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Superfluid Stokes number:
S=

FS
FD

Tracers will not disturb
the dynamics of quantized
vortices provided S ≪ 1

=⇒

3φβ
S=
4πap

„

ℓ
ap

«2

≪1

where β = 6πµn /γ0 ,
γ0 (T ) – mutual friction coefficient,
φ – particle volume fraction
Bewley and Sreenivasan expt (2009): S ≈ 5 × 10−4
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Improved model of particle motion
(accounting for the tension force exerted by vortices)
(Mineda, Tsubota, Sergeev, Barenghi, and Vinen (in progress))
Simulation of vortices – full Biot-Savart formulation
Equation of particle motion:

ρo ϑ

dup
3
Dvn
3
Dvs
= 6πap µn (vn − up ) + ρn ϑ
+ ρs ϑ
+ FT
dt
2
Dt
2
Dt

FT

N
ρs κ2
ap X
=
ln
n̂i
4π
ξ i=1

− Tension force due to vortices
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Motion of vortex ring with N tracer particles
(influence of tension force)
T = 2.0 K, ap = 10−4 cm, R0 = 10−2 cm

Typical configuration with N = 20:
(enlarged 10 times along z)

(solid lines – earlier model by Barenghi & Sergeev (2009))
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Improved model of particle motion in a vortex tangle
Modelling of trapping/untrapping of particles:
Trapping (particle-vortex reconnection): if min |X − rp (t)| ≤ ac
Untrapping: if |Fdrag | > max |FT |
For two vortex strands pinned to the particle:
ρs κ2
ln
max |FT | = 2 ×
4π
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„

ap
ξ

«

Simulations for vn = constant
(preliminary results, work in progress)
Examples of particle trajectories:

straight trajectories – untrapped particles
zig-zag trajectories – particles trapped on the vortex lines
See also animation ...
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Alternative visualization techniques
(1) Cavitating ion bubble
(Brown Univ., Maris et al., PRB 57 (1998), JLTP 110 (1998), PRL 95 (2005),
JLTP 148 (2007))
In 4 He the negative ion (electron) forms around itself a vacuum bubble of size
12 − 20 Å.
Applying negative pressure (e.g. using ultrasonic transducer), the bubble can
be significantly enlarged so that it can be detected by conventional optical
techniques.
Pressure around bubbles trapped on vortices is reduced due to Bernoulli effect
=⇒ trapped ion bubbles can be distinguished, by their size, from those in the
bulk of 4 He
Promising, practically non-intrusive technique, but so far no new results on
quantum turbulence
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(2) Metastable triplet He∗2 molecules
(Yale Univ., McKinsey et al., PRL 100 (2008))
Excitation and emitted photons are
well separated in the wavelength
tcycle ≈ 50 ns
=⇒ can be repeated many
times to detect a single molecule
McKinsey et al.:
triplet He∗2 molecules should be
unaffected by quantized vortices
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Visualization of counterflow using metastable He∗2 molecules
(Guo, Cahn, Nikkel, Vinen, & McKinsey, PRL 105 (2010))
The first ever direct observation
of the normal flow profile:
• Confirmed relation q = ρST vn
• Low q =⇒ drift of He∗2 molecular
cluster consistent with the laminar
parabolic profile
• High q =⇒ flattening of vn profile
and broadening of the initially
thin line of He∗2 molecules
=⇒ turbulent normal fluid
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Q and A (instead of Conclusions)
Q. Do the PIV and Particle Tracking techniques work and what are their
limitations?
A. Yes, they do seem to work, but only at finite temperatures, 0.5 K < T < Tλ .
In the low temperature limit, T < 0.5 K particles neither follow the fluid nor
can be trapped on vortex lines. The presence of the normal fluid is essential!
Q. Do tracer particles disturb the flow? How reliable are results obtained by
these techniques?
A. Of course they disturb the flow. We have some idea when their influence on
the motion and reconnections of vortices can be ignored, but we are still far
from complete understanding of this issue.
Q. Are there alternative, less intrusive visualization techniques?
A. Yes. Perhaps the most promising technique is that using metastable triple
He∗2 molecules. However, this technique seems to be capable of revealing only
the properties of the normal flow.
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